
Financial Services
WilmerHale has played a leading role in shaping the rules that govern the
financial services industry in the United States.

The financial services industry is in flux, facing accelerated rates of change in technology,

product innovation and market structure. WilmerHale lawyers are leaders in effectively

addressing the full spectrum of issues affecting financial services industry participants, from

international banks, FinTech startups and specialty consumer financial product firms to broker-

dealers, investment advisors, and firms accessing global equity and debt markets. Our lawyers

bring to bear decades of experience as advocates and regulators and in industry when

navigating the complex questions that financial industry participants face. We serve clients by

shaping the regulatory environment; counseling regarding rules and regulations; structuring

financial industry transactions and products; protecting intellectual property, cybersecurity and

privacy; and advocating for firms and individuals in enforcement actions and litigation.

As the industry changes, so too does its regulatory environment. WilmerHale lawyers have

deep experience advocating before the constellation of global financial services regulators,

including well-established federal, state and European regulators like the US Securities and

Exchange Commission, the US Department of Justice, the Federal Reserve, the Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the UK Financial

Conduct Authority, and state attorneys general and securities and banking regulators. We also

have extensive experience interacting with newer regulators like the Consumer Financial

Protection Bureau and with self-regulatory organizations, including FINRA and the national

securities exchanges.
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Related Solutions

AML and Economic Sanctions
Compliance and Enforcement

Bank Crisis Task Force Bank Regulation and
Enforcement

Blockchain and
Cryptocurrency

Broker-Dealer Compliance and
Regulation

Business and Financial
Integrity

Capital Markets Consumer Financial Services Corporate Governance and
Disclosure

Crisis Management and
Strategic Response

Cybersecurity and Privacy Debt Finance

Emerging Company and
Venture Capital

Environmental, Social and
Corporate Governance (ESG)

Futures and Derivatives

Intellectual Property
Counseling and Prosecution

Investigations Investment Management

Mergers and Acquisitions Private Equity Public Policy and Legislative
Affairs

Securities Enforcement Securities Litigation Technology Transactions and
Licensing
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White Collar Defense and
Investigations

Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP is a Delaware limited liability partnership. WilmerHale principal law offices: 60 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109, +1 617 526 6000; 2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW,
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